Competition Waste King

Win One of two

Waste King

WasteDisposalUnits

...with air switches
Total prize :
e
package valu

£1,206

HOW TO ENTER
Just answer three simple questions for
your chance to win this great prize:

Q: How long have Waste King been
making waste disposal units for?

Q: How much more twisting power do
Waste King units have over their
competitors?

Q: What harmful gas emission is
reduced by using a Waste King?
Email your answer – which can be
found on this page –
to: mdowns@unity-media.com

Competition closes

16th December 2013
More info:
The Hunter Fan Company Ltd
Tel: 01256 636 509
www.waste-disposal-unit.com

W

hy Waste King? Waste
King is the biggest
disposer brand globally
and consistently rated as
the number one product
by independent reviewers
such as US Consumer Reports Magazine. Now it
is available in the UK and EC from The Hunter
Fan Company who have been appointed
exclusive distributors. Waste King not only makes
the best performing units on the market but they
last longer than anyone else’s and are the only
company to offer a Lifetime Warranty. Waste King
has made them for over 50 years and is the
second biggest producer globally.

What Makes Waste King Better?
High Speed: They run at 2,700 rpm which is 60 per
cent higher than others and results in 3 times the
cutting power to the teeth. This prevents jams and
flushes away the debris very efficiently thus quickly
saving time, water and electricity.
Maximum Starting Torque: Waste King motors
have 30 per cent more twisting power than any
other brand due to the use of permanent magnets
which reach full speed in the first turn. This also
means no jams, no auto-reverse and no hassle.

Unique, Robust Long-Lasting Design: The
Waste King uses stainless-steel cutters, fast and
easy mounting systems, tougher grinding
chambers also with a lifetime corrosion
guarantee for long performance, and a large
opening for grinding with removable splash
guards for easy inspection.
Sound Insulation: The Waste King is designed to
minimise noise with high performance insulation.

Recycle Your Waste
19m tonnes of food waste a year is dumped into
landfills in the UK which rots down to produce
harmful carbon dioxide and methane gases. With
a Waste King, however, it ends up at the sewage
treatment works where it is broken down into
sewage sludge. This is then converted into biogas
and then electricity thus reducing carbon
emissions. It is a double-win for the environment.

The Wise Choice
A Waste King immediately stops unwanted mess
and leaking bags. This saves on unwanted
vermin and insects as well as bad
smells. It also saves the valuable space
lost to storage of the bags – essential for
city life where space is a premium!

Terms & conditions: Entry is open to residents of the UK except employees (and their families) of Unity Media Plc, its printers and agents, prize suppliers or any other companies associated with the prize draw. The winner must be aged 18 or over.
All entries must be made directly by the person entering the prize draw. No responsibility can be accepted for entries lost, damaged or delayed in the post. The prize is as stated, is not transferable and no cash or other alternative will be offered.
Prize is subject to availability and the suppliers’ terms and conditions. The promoters reserve the right to amend or alter the terms and prize draws and reject entries from entrants not entering into the spirit of the prize draw. The winner will be
confirmed in writing. Failure to respond and/or provide an address for delivery, or failure to meet the eligibility requirement may result in forfeiture of the prize.

